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This paper deals with the optimal design of deep submarine exploration housings and autonomous underwater vehicles. The

structures under investigation are thin-walled laminated composite unstiffened vessels. Structural buckling failure due to the high

external hydrostatic pressure is the dominant risk factor at exploitation conditions. The search of fiber orientations of the composite

cylinders that maximize the stability limits is investigated. A genetic algorithm procedure coupled with an analytical model of shell

buckling has been developed to determine numerically optimized stacking sequences. Characteristic lamination patterns have been

obtained. FEM analyses have confirmed the corresponding significant increases of buckling pressures with respect to initial design

solutions. Experiments on thin glass/epoxy and carbon/epoxy cylinders have been performed. The measured buckling pressures

appear to be in good agreement with numerical results and demonstrate the gains due to the optimized laminations.
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1. Introduction

The use of composite materials for submersible struc-

tures, allowing low weight to displacement ratios and

long endurance for devices of limited energy carry-

ing capability, have been investigated in recent studies
[1–3]. Various applications, such as submarine explo-

ration housings and autonomous underwater vehicles,

are currently developed by IFREMER (the French

Research Institute for the Exploitation of the Sea) with

participation in European BRITE and MAST programs

[3,4]. Such deep-submersible vessels are unstiffened,

lengthy, laminated, cross-ply cylinders having rigid me-

tallic end-closures as shown in Fig. 1. These composite
tubes are carbon reinforced or glass reinforced epoxy

resin structures obtained by the filament-winding pro-

cess [5,6]. Most of the thin cylinders investigated so far

in IFREMER�s studies are based on ½�55�N � orthotropic
sequences. This choice is classical for thin tubes sub-

jected to internal pressure: due to the ratio between the

circumferential and the axial load components resulting

from the loading, the ½�55�N � laminations maximize the

static strength [3,6].
The composite cylindrical vessels for underwater

applications are intended to operate at high external

hydrostatic pressure (sometimes up to 60 MPa) [3].

Previous numerical and experimental studies performed

by IFREMER have shown that failure due to structural

buckling is the major risk factor for thin laminated

cylinders [1–3]. The calculated and experimental buck-

ling modes of the lengthy vessels are characterized by
one longitudinal half-wave and two (mode called �type
2�) or three (�type 3�) circumferential half-waves as

shown in Fig. 2. As noted in previous papers, the opti-

mization of ply angles in order to maximize the buckling

loads could take advantage of the potential of fiber-

reinforced materials allowing the properties of the

laminate to be tailored to the application [7–9]. Thus,

the aim of this study is the improvement of lamination
patterns increasing the stability limit of the composite
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laminated cylinders subjected to hydrostatic external

pressure.

First, a numerical study has been carried out. An

analytical buckling model of laminated cylinder has been

coupled to a genetic algorithm procedure. This optimi-

zation tool allows the search for stacking sequences
that maximize the buckling pressure and takes into ac-

count the manufacturing constraints. For all structures

studied, a characteristic optimized lamination pattern

has been obtained. Afterwards, the corresponding in-

creases of buckling pressures calculated with respect to

the ½�55�N � reference cylinders have been evaluated by

FEM analyses. Next, the experimental investigation of

a carbon/epoxy optimized cylinder has been achieved.
Moreover, buckling tests of both optimized and ½�55�N �
glass/epoxy thin cylinders have been performed on a

specific experimental device in order to enable direct

comparisons of experimental stability limits.

2. Numerical preliminary study of optimal lamination

design

2.1. Formulation of the optimization problem

The geometry of a shell is characterized by its length

L, its mean radius R and its wall-thickness h (see Fig. 3).
The cylindrical wall is composed of N orthotropic plies

of equal thickness. According to the filament-winding

manufacturing process, each ply is characterized by its

filament-winding angle hi and is assumed to be cross-ply

(i.e. made up of equal amounts of fibers evenly distrib-

uted through its thickness in the þhi and �hi directions

with respect to the cylinder axis). The stacking sequence

is denoted by ½h1=h2= � � � =hN �, where the angles are given
in degrees, starting from the inner surface of the tube.

The corresponding critical pressure is noticed Pcr. In

addition, in a real-world manufacturing process, the fil-

ament-winding angles hi must be chosen from a limited

set of M allowable values Hj according to technology

references. Thus, the optimization problem becomes a

discrete one comprising NM potential lamination designs

and can be expressed as follows:

find the best lamination: ½h1=h2= � � � =hN �OPTI

applying available angles: hi 2 fH1;H2; . . . ;HMg
to maximize the buckling pressure: Pcr

2.2. Optimization tool

An optimization design tool has been created (com-

puted in Fortran 90) to investigate numerically the op-

timized laminations increasing the buckling pressures of

the filament wound cylinders. Its principle is described
in Fig. 4. First, the initial parameters (geometry, num-

ber of plies and mechanical orthotropic properties of

the constitutive composite material) are introduced. The

search for the optimized lamination is performed by the

coupling of analytical buckling shell models providing

the buckling pressure value Pcr to a standard genetic

algorithm optimization procedure. Finally, the optimi-

zation code gives the best lamination ½h1=h2= � � � =hN �OPTI

(corresponding to the highest Pcr calculated value) found

by the optimization code.

Fig. 2. Characteristic buckling modes of laminated cylinders.

Fig. 3. Geometry, coordinates and displacements of cylindrical shell.

Fig. 1. Composite vessel.

Fig. 4. Optimization design tool scheme.
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2.2.1. Analytical buckling shell model

The analytical buckling model developed for lami-

nated cylinders subjected to external pressure has been

developed taking into consideration the following two
assumptions:

– The instability phenomena is investigated for thin-

walled laminated shells that are sensitive to transverse

shear effects [4,6,10]. Thus, the approach developed is

based on a third-order shear deformable theory

(TOSD) [11].

– In order to restrict the time of calculation to accept-
able values for the developed optimization tool, the

analytical model is based on the linear buckling the-

ory. Such an approach may overestimate the buckling

pressures [12] but it generally provides good sensitiv-

ity to lamination parameters, thus allowing the search

for stacking sequences which increase the buckling

pressure [9,12].

As shown in Fig. 3, the x, y and z coordinates and the

corresponding U, V and W displacements are measured

in the axial, circumferential and radial directions with

respect to the cylindrical mean-surface [13]. The TOSD

displacement field has been chosen so as to satisfy the

transverse shear deformation conditions (i.e. exz and eyz
are zero on the shell external surfaces [11]). This field is

expressed as follows:

U ¼ Uðx; y; zÞ ¼ uþ zux � z3 4
3h2

ow
ox þ ux

� �
V ¼ V ðx; y; zÞ ¼ vþ zuy � z3 4

3h2

�
ow
oy þ uy

�
W ¼ W ðx; y; zÞ ¼ w

8><
>: ð1Þ

Previous modeling studies [13,14] have shown that

the composite cylinders considered can be assumed to

be simply supported at their ends. The displacement

approximation functions, satisfying these kinematic

boundary conditions, are defined by [11,12]:

u¼ uðx;yÞ ¼ au cosð�mmxÞcosð�nnyÞ
v¼ vðx;yÞ ¼ av sinð�mmxÞ sinð�nnyÞ
w¼ wðx;yÞ ¼ aw sinð�mmxÞcosð�nnyÞ
ux ¼ uxðx;yÞ ¼ aux cosð�mmxÞcosð�nnyÞ
uy ¼ uyðx;yÞ ¼ auy sinð�mmxÞ sinð�nnyÞ

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

with
�mm¼mp=L
�nn¼ n=R

�

ð2Þ
where m and n are numbers of longitudinal and cir-

cumferential half-waves of the buckling mode. The lin-

ear strain–displacement relations are [11]:

exx ¼ oU
ox

eyy ¼ 1
1þz=R

oV
oy þ W

R

� 	
2eyz ¼ oV

oz þ 1
1þz=R

oW
oy � V

R

� 	
2exz ¼ oU

oz þ oW
ox

2exy ¼ oV
ox þ 1

1þz=R
oU
oy

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

ð3Þ

The elastic orthotropic constitutive law for the kth

composite cross-ply is given by [11]:

rxx

ryy

ryz

rxz

rxy

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

¼

CðkÞ
11 CðkÞ

12 0 0 0

CðkÞ
22 0 0 0

CðkÞ
44 0 0

CðkÞ
55 0

þsym: CðkÞ
66

2
666664

3
777775

exx
eyy
2eyz
2exz
2exy

8>>>><
>>>>:

9>>>>=
>>>>;
ð4Þ

where the CðkÞ
ij terms are the corresponding orthotropic

constitutive coefficients detailed in Refs. [6,12]. The

force and moment resultants related to the mean-surface

of the shell are expressed as follows [12]:

Nx

Nxy

Tx
Mx

Mxy

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

¼
Z h=2

�h=2

rxx

rxy

rxz

zrxx

zrxy

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

1
�

þ z
R

	
dz and

Ny

Nyx

Ty
My

Myx

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

¼
Z h=2

�h=2

ryy

ryx

ryz

ryy

zryx

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;
dz ð5Þ

The five governing equations of equilibrium are defined

by [12]:

oNx

ox
þ oNyx

oyx
¼ 0

oNy

oy
þ oNxy

ox
þ Ty

R
¼ 0

oTx
ox

þ oTy
oy

� Ny

Rz
¼ 0

oMx

ox
þ oMyx

oy
� Tx þ

PR
4

oU
oz

� oW
ox

� �
¼ 0

oMy

oy
þ oMxy

ox
� Ty þ

PR
2

oV
oz

� 1

1þ z=R
oW
oy

� V
R

� �� �
¼ 0

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð6Þ

where P is the hydrostatic external pressure. Finally,

after substituting Eqs. (1)–(5) in these governing rela-
tions (6), the eigenvalue buckling problem can be ex-

pressed as

ð½K� þ P ½L�Þ

au
av
aw
aux

auy

8>>>><
>>>>:

9>>>>=
>>>>;

¼

0

0

0

0

0

8>>>><
>>>>:

9>>>>=
>>>>;

ð7Þ

where ½K� and ½L� are 5 5 square matrices. The corre-

sponding Kij and Lij terms are detailed in Appendix A.

The stability limit Pcr corresponds to the lowest value of

P satisfying Eq. (7).
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2.2.2. Genetic algorithm

As mentioned earlier, the optimization problem

investigated is a discrete one and then requires adequate

procedures dealing with discontinuous design space.
Moreover, previous studies dealing with the optimal

laminations of composite cylinders subjected to various

load cases (axial compression, torsion, lateral pressure)

have demonstrated that such problems imply many local

optima and non-convexity of the design space [8,9]. The

usefulness and efficiency of genetic algorithms for the

study of this kind of discrete multi-modal engineering

design problems have been explored intensively in recent
years [7,13,15,16]. The principle of this robust method

can be expressed by applying an analogy with natural

evolution: it manipulates a fixed number (called popu-

lation) of potential design solutions (called individuals).

The starting population is randomly created. According

to evolutionary theories, only the fittest (i.e. leading

to the highest objective function values) individuals are

likely to survive and to form a new population. New
individuals are obtained by recombining their features

using a set of biologically inspired operators (selection,

crossover and mutation) [15,16]. This process is renewed

for a fixed number of generations and finally yields the

best individual found. In this application, each indi-

vidual manipulated by the created genetic algorithm

represents a stacking sequence. Considering Ref. [15]

recommendations concerning the efficiency of operators,
the tournament selection, the whole arithmetical cross-

over and the random uniform mutation have been ap-

plied. The details of these operators can be found in

Refs. [13,15]. Moreover, preliminary tests of perfor-

mances detailed in Ref. [13] have demonstrated the ef-

ficiency of the genetic algorithm procedure developed.

2.3. Results

The numerical examples concern IFREMER�s in-

vestigations carried out in connection with the com-

posite manufacturer CNIM (Constructions Navales

Industrielles de la M�eedit�eerann�eee––Hy�eeres, France).
The structures considered are small-scale cylinders of

400 mm length and 175 mm internal diameter. The first

constitutive material considered is a carbon fiber-rein-

forced epoxy resin (T700 fibers, F100 resin). According

to previous experimental and numerical studies [14], the

following orthotropic mechanical properties have been

taken (modulus in GPa): E1 ¼ 156; E2 ¼ 9:65; E3 ¼ 6:57;
G12 ¼ 5:47; G13 ¼ 2:8; G23 ¼ 3:92; m12 ¼ 0:27; m13 ¼ 0:34;
m23 ¼ 0:492. Each cross-ply is assumed to be 0.625 mm

thick [13]. Four different thin-walled cylinders have been

investigated. Table 1 details the corresponding numbers

N of cross-plies (from 10 to 19) and the h thickness

values. Following the manufacturer�s requirements, the

cross-ply angles hi are limited to five Hj available values

(in degrees):

hi 2 f30; 45; 60; 75; 90g

The best laminations ½h1=h2= � � � =hN �OPTI obtained using

the developed optimization code are given in Table

2. The execution of the optimization code did not exceed

45 min on a SUN Ultrasparc workstation. For each

cylinder studied, it appears that the optimization pro-

cedure always lead to typical characteristic ½90N1=W1=
UN2=W2=90N3� laminations, where W1 and W2 indicate

eventual transition zones (with ply angle values between

45� and 75�) and U is the minimum winding angle

value (equal to 30�). The corresponding buckling pres-

sures (denoted by Pcrð½h1=h2= � � � =hN �OPTIÞ, see Table 2)

have been estimated by non-linear stability analyses

using SAMCEF FEM code: the cylinders were modeled

with Mindlin composite laminated shell elements con-
nected to rigid end-closures [13,14]. The critical pres-

sures Pcrð½55N �Þ of the ½55N � laminated reference cylinders

have also been calculated using this FEM model. It can

be stated that the buckling mode is always �type 2� or
�type 3� (see Fig. 2). The increases of buckling pressures

are evaluated using the relative gain factor c defined as

follows:

c ¼ Pcrð½h1=h2= � � � =hN �Þ � Pcrð½55N �Þ
Pcrð½55N �Þ

ð8Þ

The results detailed in Table 2 show that the ½90N1=
W1=30N2=W2=90N3� optimized lamination patterns always

induce substantial buckling pressure increase with re-
spect to the orthotropic ½55N � reference solutions: the c
gain values, highest for the thinner cylinders, are always

greater than 35%.

The cylinder static strengths has also been checked.

For the carbon/epoxy composite material considered,

the tension and compression normal stress limits and the

shear stress limits are assumed to be (in MPa) [13]:

Table 1

Characteristics of the composite cylinders

Cylinder number 1 2 3 4

Number of plies N 10 13 16 19

Thickness h (mm) 6.2 8.1 10.0 11.9

Table 2

Optimized laminations, critical pressures and stability gains for car-

bon/epoxy cylinders

Cylinder

number

½h1=h2= � � � =
hN �OPTI

Pcrð½h1=h2= � � � =
hN �OPTIÞ (MPa)

Pcrð½55N �Þ
(MPa)

c (%)

1 ½902=60=305=
60=90�

22.5 14.2 58.5

2 ½902=75=308=
75=90�

38.4 26.2 46.6

3 ½903=75=45=
308=60=902�

62.3 44.5 40.0

4 ½904=75=60=
309=904�

90.3 65.1 38.7
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ST
11 ¼ 2220; ST

22 ¼ 33; ST
33 ¼ 17; SC

11 ¼ �1270; SC
22 ¼ �133;

SC
33 ¼ �124; S44 ¼ 35; S55 ¼ 35; S66 ¼ 70. For each cyl-

inder, the following safety factor S has been calculated:

S ¼ PL=Pcr

where PL is the hydrostatic external pressure value
leading to the first ply failure calculated by static

SAMCEF FEM analysis using the Tsai–Wu criterion

and Pcr is the critical pressure previously calculated by

FEM analysis (see Table 2) [6,13]. The S values, detailed

in Table 3, confirm first that the buckling failure risk is

predominant for such small cylinders of this geometry as

mentioned by previous studies [4,13]: the PL values are

always more than 2.5 times higher than the corre-
sponding buckling pressures. Moreover, the optimized

laminations do not affect noticeably the safety factor:

the Sð½h1=h2= � � � =hN �OPTIÞ values are always close to

those of the reference cylinder Sð½55N �Þ.
The influence of the reinforcement type has been also

examined: additional optimization calculations have

been performed for similar cylinders of a glass fiber-

reinforced epoxy resin (Vetrotex E glass fibers, My 750
epoxy resin) having the following mechanical properties

(modulus in GPa) [17]: E1 ¼ 45:6; E2 ¼ 16:2; E3 ¼ 16:2;
G12 ¼ 5:83; G13 ¼ 5:83; G23 ¼ 5:78; m12 ¼ 0:278; m13 ¼
0:278; m23 ¼ 0:4. The optimized stacking sequences ½h1=
h2= � � � =hN �OPTI obtained using the optimization code are

detailed in Table 4. The limits of stability Pcrð½h1=
h2= � � � =hN �OPTIÞ and Pcrð½55N �Þ have been evaluated

using the linear buckling FEM model in order to reduce
the CPU time. The gain values c are also included in

Table 4. It is interesting to note that the optimization

procedure always lead to similar ½90N1=W1=30N2=W2=
90N3� optimized lamination patterns, similarly to the

previous carbon/epoxy cylinders. The c gains are lower

than for the carbon/epoxy structures (see Table 2) but

the optimized stacking sequences induced critical pres-

sure increases always exceeding 20%.
As detailed in Ref. [13], the study of the classical

laminate stiffness coefficients of membrane, coupling

and bending (see Appendix A) shows that such ½90N1=
W1=30N2=W2=90N3� optimized laminations increase the

bending stiffness of the cylinders in the ðy; zÞ plane sig-

nificantly (see Fig. 3) with respect to the ½55N � solutions.
Thus, it could be said that the optimized stacking se-

quences act as circumferential stiffeners for the com-

posite vessels so inducing an increase of critical buckling

pressure.

3. Experiment on a carbon/epoxy cylinder

In order to complete the numerical study of filament

wound carbon/epoxy cylinders detailed previously in

Section 2.3, a first experiment has been carried out. The

tube studied is the thinner one having the ½902=60=
305=60=90� optimized stacking sequence (see Table 2).

The Pcr buckling pressure evaluated by non-linear FEM

analysis is 22.5 MPa (see Table 2) and the corresponding
calculated buckling mode is �type 3�.

This optimized cylinder has been manufactured by

CNIM. An ultrasonic preliminary control performed by

IFREMER�s laboratories has shown the absence of de-

lamination. The pressure test was performed by DERA

(Defense Evaluation and Research Agency, now called

QINETIQ, partner in the MAST project) in their hy-

perbaric testing chamber in Rosyth (UK). Similarly to
preceding tests, the hydrostatic pressure loading has

been applied following a quasi-static progression. The

measured buckling pressure was 21.7 MPa Therefore,

the agreement with the numerical prediction is quite

close, within 1 MPa which corresponds to a 5% differ-

ence. Moreover, axial and circumferential strain gauges

placed on the internal cylinder surface have shown that

the experimental buckling mode shape was actually of
�type 3�. Thus, although only one thin carbon/epoxy

cylinder has been tested, it experimentally confirms the

numerical results of Section 2.3 and allows a validation

of the FEM model.

4. Experiments on glass/epoxy cylinders

The experiments on thin glass/epoxy cylindrical shells

have also been carried out in order to compare directly

the experimental critical pressures of cylinders having

optimized stacking sequences with the Pcr values of ½55N �
orthotropic reference tubes. Another aim was to con-

front the testing results with numerical predictions and
to evaluate in this way the accuracy of the FEM model.

This study has been performed at the University of Brest

in collaboration with the manufacturer STRAGLEN

(ST Laurent en Gâatines, France). The structures con-

sidered are cylinders 400 mm long and 152.4 mm in-

ternal diameter. The wall-thickness h equal to 4.9 mm is

composed of seven cross-plies. The constitutive material

Table 4

Optimized laminations, critical pressures and stability gains for glass/

epoxy cylinders

Cylinder

number

½h1=h2= � � � =hN �OPTI Pcrð½h1=h2= � � � =
hN �OPTIÞ (MPa)

Pcrð½55N �Þ
(MPa)

c (%)

1 ½904=302=45=903� 11.0 8.5 29.4

2 ½903=60=307=45=90� 19.4 15.5 25.2

3 ½904=45=309=902� 33.9 28.0 21.1

4 ½905=60=3010=903� 52.5 43.2 20.8

Table 3

Safety factor S (Tsai–Wu criterion)

Cylinder number 1 2 3 4

Sð½55N �Þ 6.9 4.7 3.7 2.9

Sð½h1=h2= � � � =hN �OPTIÞ 5.3 4.1 3.4 2.5

5



is a glass fiber-reinforced epoxy resin (Vetrotex E glass

fibers, My 750 epoxy resin). The mechanical proper-

ties are those detailed in Section 2.3. According to the

manufacturer, the winding angles hi are only allowed to
take six available values (in degrees):

hi 2 f15; 30; 45; 60; 75; 90g

Applying these parameters, the optimization procedure

has determined the best lamination as ½903=152=902�.
Thus, this result appears to be very similar to the pre-

vious ½90N1=W1=UN2=W2=90N3� (U being the minimum
winding angle) ones detailed in Section 2.3. The corre-

sponding buckling pressure and the stability limit of a

½557� cylinder have been evaluated by applying FEM

model of non-linear buckling. The calculated buckling

modes are of �type 3� (see Fig. 2). Considering the Pcr
values obtained detailed in Table 5, the gain factor c is

substantial: the optimized cylinder provides a critical

value 40% higher than the ½557� reference one. Follow-
ing these numerical results, two cylinders having the

½903=152=902� optimized lamination and two ½557� ref-
erence tubes have been manufactured by STRAGLEN.

A specific testing device allowing the control of the

instability phenomenon has been developed for this ex-

perimental study [18]. As shown in Fig. 5, the composite

cylinder is placed in a cylindrical testing hull. The hy-

drostatic external pressure is generated by the transla-

tion of a piston activated by a standard tensile machine.

The control of the quasi-static displacement of the ac-
tuator allows the control of the amplitude of the post-

buckling displacements and then to maintain cylinders

in post-critical configurations [13,18]. The hollow screw-

top of the testing hull enables the direct visualization

of the buckling mode shapes. The device has been de-

signed to test cylinders attaining nearly 180 mm internal

diameters and 800 mm maximum lengths. The limit

pressure test is 40 MPa. Previous experimental studies
described in Ref. [18] have demonstrated the excellent

adaptation of this testing machine for the buckling

experiments of thin composite tubes: the instability

phenomenon clearly appears on the pressure-piston

displacement recording and the buckling mode shapes

are easily checked.

The tests on the four manufactured filament-wound

cylinders have been carried out using the developed
testing device in two sets (each comprising a ½903=152=
902� and a ½557� cylinders) assuming similar experimental

conditions. For each test, the post-processing provides

the external pressure loading evolution as a function of

the quasi-static displacement of the piston (see Fig. 5).

Fig. 6 presents the evolutions observed for both opti-

mized and reference cylinders of the testing set no. 1.

Similar behavior was noted for the testing series no. 2.
The pre-buckling progressions appear to be quasi-linear.

At the end, the instability phenomenon clearly emerges.

The experimental critical pressure values measured for

the two testing groups are detailed in Table 5. These

results are very consistent: the difference between the

two Pcrð½903=152=902�Þ testing values is less than 4% and

Table 5

Numerical and experimental critical pressures and gains

Pcrð½903=152=902�Þ
(105 Pa)

Pcrð½557�Þ
(105 Pa)

c (%)

FEM analysis 86.9 61.9 40.4

Testing set no. 1 85.8 59.6 44.0

Testing set no. 2 82.7 59.7 38.5

Fig. 5. Testing device principle.
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becomes zero for the Pcrð½557�Þ results. As generally ob-
served [2,3,9,18], the FEM predictions are higher than

the Pcr experimental values. Nevertheless, these experi-

mental values corroborate and therewith validate the

FEM results: the discrepancies between numerical and

experimental stability limits are always below 5%. Also,

the tested cylinders have always buckled ‘‘via’’ mode of

�type 3� as stated in FEM simulations. Fig. 7 presents an

example of the direct viewing of a tested ½903=152=902�
cylinder: as can be seen, the three circumferential half-

waves of the buckling mode are clearly detected. This

experimental study of glass/epoxy cylinders illustrates

perfectly the advantage of optimized stacking sequence

design: the gain factor c is always substantial, the opti-

mized tubes enable about a 40% increase of stability

limit with respect to the ½557� reference solutions.

5. Conclusion

The optimal lamination design of unstiffened thin

composite underwater vessels subjected to buckling has

been investigated. A numerical optimization tool using
a genetic algorithm coupled with an analytical TOSD

buckling model has been developed. It enables efficient

laminations of tubes subjected to high external pressure

to be determined in an acceptable CPU time even for

large discrete design space times. The optimized lami-

nations, obtained both for carbon/epoxy and glass/

epoxy tubes, are characterized by specific ½90N1=W1=
UN2=W2=90N3� patterns (W1 and W2 denoting eventual
transition zones and U being the minimum winding angle

value). The FE analyses have indicated that the opti-

mized laminations induce significant increases, always

exceeding several tens of percent, of the buckling pres-

sures with respect to the ½55N � reference cylinder ones.

The buckling test of a carbon/epoxy ½902=60=305=
60=90� cylinder has confirmed the improvement the

lamination obtained from the optimization procedure
and validated the accuracy of the FEM model. The tests

on thin glass/epoxy cylinders using a special testing de-

vice have also confirmed the interest of the optimized

solutions and therefore the robustness of the optimiza-

tion tool developed: the stability limits of ½903=152=902�
optimized tubes are 40% higher than those of the ½55N �
reference cylinders. The observed buckling pressures,

buckling mode shapes and stability increases c are in
good agreement with numerical predictions, therefore

validating the FE modeling.

This optimization methodology will be applied soon

to the design of half-thick and stiffened composite cylin-

drical vessels involved in IFREMER�s developments.

Moreover, current studies performed in IFREMER

focus on the evaluation of the initial stress state induced

by the filament-winding manufacturing process.

Fig. 7. View of the buckling mode.

Fig. 6. Pressure evolutions of optimized and reference cylinders.
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Appendix A

K11 ¼ A11 �mm2 þ A66�nn2;

K12 ¼ � A12

�
þ A66 þ

B66

R
þ 4

3Rh2
ðBa

12 þ Ba
66Þ
�
�mm�nn;

K13 ¼ �A12 �mm
R

� 4

3h2
ðBa

11 �mm
3 þ ðBa

12 þ 2Ba
66Þ�mm�nn2Þ;

K14 ¼ B11 �mm2 þ B66�nn2 �
4

3h2
ðBa

11 �mm
2 þ Ba

66�nn
2Þ;

K15 ¼ K24 ¼ � B12

�
þ B66 �

4

3h2
Ba
12

�
þ Ba

66

��
�mm�nn;

K21 ¼ � A12ð þ A66Þ�mm�nn;

K22 ¼ A22�nn2 þ A66 �mm2 þ A44

R2
� 4D44

R2h2
þ B66 �mm2

R

þ 4

3Rh2
ðBa

22�nn
2 þ Ba

66 �mm
2Þ;

K23 ¼ ðA22

�
þ A44Þ �

4D44

h2

�
�nn
R

þ 4

3h2
ðBa

22�nn
3 þ ðBa

12 þ 2Ba
66Þ�mm2�nnÞ;

K25 ¼ �A44

R
þ 4D44

Rh2
þ B22�nn2 þ B66 �mm2

� 4

3h2
ðBa

22�nn
2 þ Ba

66 �mm
2Þ;

K31 ¼ �A12 �mm
R

;

K32 ¼ ðA22 þ A44Þ �
4D44

h2
þ 4Ba

22�nn
3Rh2

!
�nn
R
;

K33 ¼
A22

R2
þ A44�nn2 þ A55 �mm2 � 4

h2
ðD44�nn2 þ D55 �mm2Þ

þ 4

3Rh2
ðBa

12 �mm
2 þ Ba

22�nn
2Þ;

K34 ¼ A55

�
� 4D55

h2
� B12

R
þ 4Ba

12

3Rh2

�
�mm;

K35 ¼
�
� A44 þ

4D44

h2
þ B22

R
� 4Ba

22

3Rh2

�
�nn;

K41 ¼ B11 �mm2 þ B66�nn2;

K42 ¼ � B12

�
þ B66 þ

D66

R
þ 4

3Rh2
ðDa

12 þ Da
66Þ
�
�mm�nn;

K43 ¼ A55 �mm� 4D55 �mm
h2

� B12 �mm
R

� 4

3h2
ðDa

11 �mm
3 þ ðDa

12 þ 2Da
66Þ�mm�nn2Þ;

K44 ¼ A55 �
4D55

h2
þ D11 �mm2 þ D66�nn2 �

4

3h2
ðDa

11 �mm
2 þ Da

66�nn
2Þ;

K45 ¼ K54 ¼
�
� D12 � D66 þ

4

3h2
ðDa

12 þ Da
66Þ
�
�mm�nn;

K51 ¼ �ðB12 þ B66Þ�mm�nn;

K52 ¼ �A44

R
þ 4D44

Rh2
þ B22�nn2 þ B66 �mm2 þ D66 �mm2

R

þ 4

3Rh2
ðDa

22�nn
2 þ Da

66 �mm
2Þ;

K53 ¼ �A44�nnþ
4D44�nn
h2

þ B22�nn
R

þ 4

3h2
ðDa

22�nn
3 þ ðDa

12 þ 2Da
66Þ�mm2�nnÞ;

K55 ¼ A44 �
4D44

h2
þ D22�nn2 þ D66 �mm2 � 4

3h2
ðDa

22�nn
2 þ Da

66 �mm
2Þ;

½L� ¼

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 R�mm=4 �R=4 0

0 �1=2 ��nn=2 0 �R�nn=2

2
66664

3
77775

Note: the Aij, Bij and Dij lamination terms are the

classical laminate stiffness coefficients of membrane,
coupling and bending, respectively [6]

Aij ¼
XN
k¼1

CðkÞ
ij ðzk � zk�1Þ;

Bij ¼
1

2

XN
k¼1

CðkÞ
ij ðz2k � z2k�1Þ;

Dij ¼
1

3

XN
k¼1

CðkÞ
ij ðz3k � z3k�1Þ

The Ba
ij and Da

ij terms are additional laminate stiffness

coefficients induced by the TOSD displacement field

model and defined as follows [13]:

Ba
ij ¼

1

4

XN
k¼1

CðkÞ
ij ðz4k � z4k�1Þ; Da

ij ¼
1

5

XN
k¼1

CðkÞ
ij ðz5k � z5k�1Þ
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